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Three time Grammy Nominated Fantasy/New Age/Ambient 

composer David Arkenstone leaves terra firma and establishes 

himself in the heavens on his new atmospheric/electronic release 

Colors of the Ambient Sky. David’s nine track soundscape is a 

stratospheric incursion into the boundless reaches of the unknown 

universe. I knew that Arkenstone’s deviation from fantasy music 

would be masterful and captivating, but I didn’t expect to be 

completely spellbound with this work. Each track is a thrilling 

excursion into musical space where we encounter different 

varieties of light that is transformed into expansive, breath-taking sound. 

The opening tune is called Parallel World and, sorry, it is not ours. It lies somewhere beyond 

our present dimension, but it is there if you use your imagination. It takes a bit of a trance, but 

once you fall into the groove, you can feel the music carry you away. The beat drives you 

forward, the melody suspends you. If this be the beginning of my journey, then play on. 

The brilliance of the Red Sun is so powerful that you don’t need to see it. You can feel it as 

pressure on your skin even though you are ninety million miles away. The heat will come later. 

We only have a billion years left before the transformation. David’s music throbs ceaselessly 

providing the impetus to lucid dreams. Only the second song on the album, but it quickly became 

a favorite. 

Take a breath, relax, and prepare to dream. Darkness Descending is never morose, nor gloomy. 

It is more like an organic experience. Tone, beat, and musical ambition converge into a tune that 

is actually positive. We know that we will lose the confidence of the light at any moment, but we 

have no fear. Darkness will be a friend, a comfort. 

I was mesmerized by the deliberate pace and thrumming beat of Blue Lightning. Somewhere 

out there is a storm and out of a coppery sky, comes lightning bluer than our own planetary 

electrics. The sky-high streaking is dazzling, but what is more bewildering is that here is no 

thunder out in space. There is a certain sound. Perhaps we perceive the beating of our own 

hearts. 

Not every satellite is made out of metal and plastic and is powered by solar panels. Some 

satellites are rock and ice. David’s tune Lonely Satellite is sun powered however. Through the 

power of his serene, muted music we learn of an orb that abides far away and revolves around an 

unknown planet. But every day, like cosmic clockwork, it reflects the light of its own sun and 

gives us point of light on which we can focus our spirit. It is that which we reach for not with our 

rocket powered abilities, but with our hungry souls.  

I am and always will be a firm believer in intelligent life on other planets. The universe is too 

diverse and too vast for us to be the only one sailing on a sea of stars. David’s song, Visitors 



reminds us that even though we are sometimes referred to as the Lonely Planet, we are not alone. 

This is one of the more complex tunes on colors of the ambient sky with a mesmerizing theme 

that snatches you up and makes you look skyward. A dot? A shape? A bit of hope? That and 

much more as the music envelops you in vibration and color. From a strong bass track to a 

forceful electronic piano lead, this song is what would call the best of the best. 

The last cut is called Ascension and it is the only one with inorganic chorus in the intro that adds 

a certain grace to the track. I really felt there was an air of finality to the tune. Frankly, I was so 

enthralled with the music, I did not want to say goodbye to it. If you close your eyes you can feel 

the miracle of levitation, whether it be real or imagined.  

I was not surprised that David Arkenstone could create such a well thought out, well produced 

work of this caliber. I completely liked every track for its ethereal uplifting sensibilities.  I can’t 

tell you how many times I listened to the entire album, but it began to have its effects of relaxing 

ambiance after the second run-through. Space is vast, but so is man’s intellect. Arkenstone, 

seems to prove, repeatedly, that the two entities can be balanced, at least musically, by the right 

kind of brilliance. No pun intended. Highly recommended.     

 

 

 

 


